HRIM 482 Laws of Innkeeping

• Goals for Module # 4
  – Examine Trial Procedure

The Trial

• Jury Selection
• Opening Statements
• Plaintiff’s case-in-chief
• Defendant’s case-in-chief
• Rebuttal
• Summation
• Judge’s charge to jury
• Deliberation
• Verdict
• Judgement

Types of Trials

• Jury Trials: what are the +, - of each?
• Bench Trials: what cases are best suited for bench trials?
• What are the different costs associated with these types of trials?
• How does the role of the judge differ?
• Jury selection process
Appeals

- Grounds for appeal
- Appellate Court System
- Submission of Briefs
- Restriction of Appeals to Higher Courts

Alternative Dispute Resolution

- What are the methods
- When is this a viable option?
- Summary jury trials

Interpreting Case Citations

- How to read and interpret cases
- Sources for case law
- Internet Resources